
Section 3                                                    arché tektonikos

One of the things 'normal'● architect  s   have to do is to 

materialize what at the same time includes & excludes. 
c

SATELLITIC  ERA  disproves  what  has  been  considered 

common sense worldwide viz. to fence/hedge common 

ground/the built—vs local climate and ‘the strange & 

the stranger’●. Numeric SATELLITIC ERA surpasses such 

POLIS constructs totally. Its ‘abnormal’● IT architects sit 

down in our life & the living, lead our way/curiositas●, 

haunt  our  ear_eye●_time_wallet_space●_horizon●. 

Climate independent its IT architecture de_materializes 

materials without destructing them. It’s world turning. 
c

Thus, ‘normal’ and ‘abnormal’ both relate at the same 

time to the word ‘architecture’? Or, does ‘architecture’ 

imply both, and if, therefore is a Platonic impurity●, or, 

an Aristotelian● contradiction (which is a death sin● in 

western logic●), or, neither and both as in Asian logic1?
c

The word ‘architecture’ came as a Latin word into the 

world of the West/Occident (only Europe● at the time). 

The Latin of the ancient Roman, not of  Europe’s 15  th   

16  th   century   as  fashionable  lingua franca,  like English 

now. The word like its  reference the  Roman building 

techniques got lost, was found and is used since Italian 

Renaissance● and ‘architecture’ blossomed as essential 

of the ‘abnormal’●—like internet is a today’s paradigm 

of ubiquitous SATELLITIC ERA. Then days ‘architecture’ 

is like a COLD FRAME (Sec.6) hardening up ‘humanism’. 

Humanism blossomed as  modern/western worldview. 

Both now are subsumed by and housed in ‘abnormal’● 

IT architecture which, under numeric SATELLITIC ERA, 

isn’t creating● ‘normal’ fungible● material. What about 

an essence of ‘architecture’ or ‘architect’ in paradigms? 
c

Similar  to  Renaissance copying  ‘architecture’  I’ll  copy 

the ‘abnormal’: randomly/anisotropic● linking within IT 

domain—‘as if’●an inverse of AI’s deep learning ability. 

1 Reference to the Buddhist catuskoti (in Latin tetralemma).

2

The Latin word ‘architecture’  is  a composite.  Its  root 

breaks down into ‘archi/master/who commands/to be 

a first’ and ‘tekton/builder/mason’. IT’s internet learns: 

“Architectus carried  the  same● meaning● in  ancient 

Roman times, as is  evidenced by the oldest surviving 

writings  of  the  profession  authored  by  Vitruvius (25 

BCE). The word architect was re-discovered along with 

Vitruvius’s texts in 1415 in Italy” ... “In the Middle Ages, 

the word largely fell out of use and was replaced with 

others such as ‘master mason’”3...  “After Vitruvius the 

term  architect fades  into  history,  overshadowed  by 

religious or political figures”4. I’ll come back on that. 
c

Google mostly refers to ‘architect’  as a  person, i.e.  a 

man● “who designs buildings and, in many cases, also 

supervises  their  construction”;  “the  boss  who  sends 

the masons”; “a person who’s responsible for inventing 

or  realizing  a  particular  idea  or  project”.  Fortunately 

prime mover and  “literally  begetter”  pop up—t/here 

where5 IT architecture is included: “...software packages 

were architected with Ethernet● access in mind”. 

On the surface an IT link linking the Latin to the Greek 

‘arché tektonikos’ is, but its rare. Given book & Bildung 

knowledge—mind-stored in pre-SATELLITIC ERA, I don’t 

re-find via IT what the past knew [which is informative]

2 De_Sign  papilionem KAUKASISCHE  KREIDEKREIS,  3D  printed 
Dutch pavilion, Garikula, Georgië; works GVH x image Shape lab

3 https://www.nedesignbuild.com/meaning-of-architect/  
4 https://www.designingbuildings.co.uk/wiki/  

The_architectural_profession 
5 https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/architect   
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A quest for linked ‘archè’ and ‘tektonikos’, can’t pass by 

the Greek concept-ion of the built: ‘hypostasis’. As for 

the lot  that  was  built  before ‘man resurrected’● the 

word ‘architect’—and vice versa●, in the Renaissance 

(of ancient Greece): the built served & housed eternity. 

In each culture worldwide, archè tektonikos interlinked 

nature’s mortality● to its specific deified otherworldly; 

firmament, gods, mortals, habitus were interdependent

—a totality modern/western paradigm ‘humanism’ split 

when creating a split individual (displacing fka ‘mortal’). 
d

Greek ‘hypostasis’ as all of the built ‘eternity’ is—and at 

the same time is not, fungible for those blessed with 

holiday  time  and  sensible  tourism.  Since  mid-20th 

century  we  consume the  ruinous  remains  for  a  day. 

Once back home with a load of pictures of bricked-in 

eternity, a ‘normal’ architect—gradually blossomed to a 

blue light  one,  continues  working  out  building  plans. 

The  main  lab  is  to  materialized  confines  of  what  (in 

Dutch society) will be paid off by a 30-year mortgage.
c

In relation to all the ancient cultures on the spherical 

surface of the earth, the  Greek architecture is young. 

Nonetheless it is as similar determined by the gods and 

nature. Homer’s gods (leaving their excluded habitus) 

travel with mortals who are godlike● (e.g. Odysseus) to 

lead them with their disguised wisdom. Fate is a fabric 

woven by the Moira—at the time a female Trinity●, and 

decided the fate of the mortals as well as of the gods. 

Earthly live elected women6 to interconnect with gods 

while man talked man on the market (in Greek  agora) 

—solely  man.  The  Greek  temple  was  not  open  for 

neither commoner/mortal/public7, but its ‘content’—a 

statue of a god sometimes appearing for mortal’s eye. 

6 XENOS 2.018, quest on the receptivity of western thoughts and   
things, ISBN 9789463676137, Van Helden (2018)

7 Compare Greek divinity & architecture with e.g. French  Gothic 
cathedral: open access, no stairs, place for a community/Christ. 

The statue itself It stands on a stylobate, the holy area 

for exclusively male servers and was to be reached by a 

3-step stair. Its ‘risen earth’ superstructure—tektonikos, 

didn’t touch ‘normal’ Mother Earth, mother of all gods. 

The scenery of ‘de-materialization’ is called hypostasis  8  ; 

its semantic9 embedded both ‘arché’ (leading principle) 

plus ‘tektonikos  ’   (from Greek word technè10: to make). 

Roman Vitruvius expressed ‘tektonikos’ as ‘the essential 

beyond’●, after Roman paradigm: ideal  com-position: 

The Vitruvian man layers the ideal upon man & nature.
c

At the heart of   that Vitruvian man to be  , lay a (Roman) 

idea of universal with objective significance: numerical 

regularities and crypto ‘proporzione' in the structure of 

the universe that should guide buildings (Tzonis, 1991) . 

 a

Under numeric SATELLITIC ERA ‘the essential beyond’ is 

hysteresis (Sec.6) combined fascination for machination 

_Abrahamic given Hebrew myth of Solomon’s throne● 

_Greek (artificial  tektonikos:  Hero installed  a  hidden 

hydraulic installation to let goddess Athena ‘shine’ e.g.; 

a concept-ion called in Latin ‘Deus ex machina’)

8 In western philosophy coined by Egyptian Plotinus, 3rd century 
AD, ‘founder’ of Neoplatonism•.

9 Tectonics  (art)  -  Wikipedia,  the  free  encyclopedia  :  “In  the 
academic  tradition,  the  opposition  between  the  concepts  of 
constructiveness  and tectonicity  was formulated by  Freart  de 
Chambrayin Parallel of Ancient and Modern Architecture (1650): 
‘to be strong’ and ‘to look strong’. This difference is necessary to 
understand the ‘aesthetic nature of order’, and, consequently, 
the differences between the concepts of constructiveness and 
tectonicity. The word ‘tectonics’ as a scientific term was used in 
the middle of the 19th century by archaeologist  Boetticher. A 
related  term:  architectonicity (Greek  for  main  structure)  is  a 
clearly perceived integrity and regularity of the connection of 
parts with the whole. Unlike simple tectonicity, architectonics 
has  not  only  a  formal,  but  also  a  semantic  meaning. 
Architectonics is designed to express the subordination of the 
main and the secondary, that is, the compositional meaning of 
the form. Bandman (1950): Architecture in its essence is not an 
improved  design  but  a  reproduction  of  tectonics.  The 
consequence is  sublimation of the technical  and the material 
components,  the  transformation of  a  real  form into  an  ideal 
formation.  The  formal  motif  loses  its  meaning  which  it  had 
being  originally  associated  with  the  material  and acquires  an 
ideal content. This is what Winckelmann meant, speaking of the 
vestment  with  which  dead  material  is  covered:  form  is  a 
spiritual cover thrown over matter. That symbolic meaning shifts 
the interpretation of forms into the realm of art."

10 According the  Heidegger, ‘technè’ is a control principle largely 
expanded  over  all  domains  over  modern/western  society/ 
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Under SATELLITIC ERA its Turing Machine is interpreted 

as a  secularized  Deus  Ex Machina.  Commentating on 

Koestler (1967), Rotman (1993) writes e.g. ‘The Essay in 

Corporeal  Semiotics: Ad  Infinitum…The  Ghost  in 

Turing's Machine, Taking God Out of Mathematics and 

Putting the Body Back In.’ Meanwhile ‘normal’ architect 

uses the ghost’s perspective● buttons x numeric scale x 

blue light etc. A century ago blue print technique was 

‘normal’●. In Gothic time not even that: building works 

silently ‘appeared’ before God’s eye; as His community.
c

Silence  prescribed  by  Old  Testament  King  Solomon●, 

late-medieval  Gothic cathedral for eternity had to be11 

prebuilt—and  experimentally  without  plan/time/limit. 

Premodern Gothic   mason   equipped with compass and 

rectangle  worked  ages  long  by  the  instructions  of 

‘those who know’● the essential beyond: free masons.

Their insight—totally out of control for ‘normal’ mortal 

(for whom curiositas was forbidden by Catholic Roman 

Church) was stabilitas loci● hidden in math—and Latin; 

its invisible architecture is ‘t/here’ (like IT architecture). 

Neoplatonic  math  is  ‘the  essential  beyond’  religious 

propaganda  ;   once  Greek texts were  public, humanism 

blossomed (Sec.4); now data● suckle transhumanism●.
c

Plato’s turns  his  philosophy  of  unchangeable  ever 

lasting  Ideas   as    essential beyond ever changing reality 

[Politeia]  to  geometric  Forms  [Timaeus].  Reconciling 

former  dualism—pure● ideas  vs  impure● reality,  he 

introduces [twice]  an ‘in  between’.  His  world  turning 

novelty12:  a non-god artisan/craftsman called Demiurg, 

makes forms from available universe: not out of a void● 

like  Abrahamic  God.  The do-er/Demiurg  forms  5/five 

principle polyhedra (4  ♀♂  elements beyond  ●; 1■▲  

final element: god/child). Ideal form is transported to 

the real by a 2nd  in between: obscure principle ‘chora’13.

11 Gout (1980)
12 In Politeia Plato directed artists to the border of an ideal state 

be_cause they create bad copies of worldly copies of the Ideas. 

13   It resembles ‘leasable pregnancy’; XENOS 2.018, on receptivity. 

Aristotle’s reflection on the essence beyond change  led 

to a postulation● of a pure act/unmoved mover. Given: 

1_there is movement in the world; 2_what is in motion 

cannot exist by itself; 3_nothing comes out of nothing. 

So, the world must have been caused. If the world is (in 

terms of time) and does not arise from nothing, then 

there has been an external cause; but if this cause also 

arises  and  perishes,  the  series  continues  on  to  an 

earlier being, ad infinitum. His postulation is: a mover is 

unmoved for purely actual/real in the fullest extend.  

14 15 arché tektonikos: essence beyond (Plato); first cause (Aristotle)

Christianity conflicts● with a machine/pure act for God 

created all in 6 days. Thomas   Aquinas   reasoned deus ex 

machina: God Himself remains unmoved/’machine’ exit

Aristotle  situated  his  new/first  element  or  ‘unmoved 

mover’  per each of the 7 celestial  spheres.  It moved 

circularly,  was incapable of  motion (of  quality and of 

quantity) and held the stars and planets. The element 

later is called the 5th element, quintessence, and, ether. 

Aristotle’s cosmology served a Greek ideal of harmony/ 

perfection, expressed by spheres & circles. Rhizome16: 

geostationary satellites make unmoved movers ‘come 

to live’●:  ‘the essential beyond’ is yonder there is no 

ether  but  void;  IT  information—suckled  from  earth’ 

ferromaterials can travel freely hence and forth (Sec.7).

14 1220, God   The Architect, the First Principle  , Thomas Aquinas
15 1509, Raphael, Primum Movens, or, Roman goddess Urania, 
16 LevTolstoi   quoted  Russian  thinkers (Berlin,  1978)   Deleuze & 

Gautarri,  1987; 
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